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tion to be developed when types of discipline that involved
temper on the part of the parent, were not used.
Jones and Burks57 have made such an excellent, concise
summary of development in personality of the preschool
child that it will be quoted in full here:
The child acquires a capacity ior more social activity, and for more
maturity in his social attitudes. He learns to co-operate more readily,
to respect others' property rights, in some small measure to lead or to
follow a leader, as the occasion demands. He is apt to be negative
in certain situations, but to overcome this in large measure by the
end of the fourth year. He is apt to laugh most in social surround-
ings and to find more complicated and more abstract situations
mirthful, as he grows older. He comes to employ language more
as a means of communicating his ideas and his wishes to other
persons than as a means of "thinking out loud. „ . ."
The influence of such complicating factors as intelligence level,
socio-economic status, parent-child relationships, and the like have
been recognized but not adequately investigated. Nor could we
predict very extensively from the data on groups of children as to
what an individual child may do in a given situation, or over a
period of time.
A day  at  a  nurs'ery  school58
Parents who have children in a nursery school learn much
' about the environment, treatment, and schedule suitable
for their children. The following description of a day at
a modern nursery school may have in a smaller degree some
of the same values as a direct observation of activities carried
on there.
Three-year-old Betty was brought to the nursery school
and taken first of all to the doctor's office. The nurse looked
at her throat, and noted any unusual paleness or flushing
of the face, any discharge from eyes or nose, any rash or
swelling, or any sign of unusual fatigue. Each child is
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